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ABSTRACT
The number of people with autism in Indonesia increases by 0.15% or 6,900 children per year. One of the actions that can be done to overcome developmental disorders of children with autism is to do Feingold and Failsafe Diet, Specific Carbohydrate Diet (SCD diet), and Casein-Free Gluten Free diet (CFGF diet) on foodstuffs given to children with autism. There is a need for socialization and presentation of information regarding the regulation of food items given to children with autism. Currently, there is no presentation of information in the form of mobile-based applications as a forum for parents to exchange information, especially those that utilize semantic technology. By utilizing semantic technology, the Food For Autism (FoFA) application was created to share knowledge for users related to food and beverage diet menus for children with autism. The test results show that the application of FoFA can apply semantic technology related to diet and food diets for children with autism.
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INTRODUCTION
Children with autism in Indonesia are estimated to increase in number [1] [2] [3]. The prevalence of autism in Indonesia increases by 0.15% or 6,900 children per year. One of the actions or efforts that can be done to overcome disorders in children with autism, namely by regulating food [4] [5] [6]. By carrying out the Feingold and Failsafe Diet, the Specific Carbohydrate Diet (SCD diet), and the Casein Free Gluten Free diet (CFGF diet) on food provided to children with autism, it can overcome developmental disorders of children with autism [7] [8] [6].

The development of the internet in Indonesia has shown a significant increase based on data from the Association of Service Providers Indonesian Internet (APJII). At the end of 2006, the number of internet users reached a figure of 25 million [9] [10]. Information about autism is just beginning to be developed, such as a few expert systems for diagnosing autism, information on the symptoms of autism, and appropriate therapy for children with autism [11] [12] [13] [14]. There is also the development of multimedia learning applications to foster the development of communication by children with autism [15] [16] [17] [18]. The era of the smartphone make web services, and program applications are easier to use by users [19] [20] [18].

The use of semantic technology allows applications to connect with various sources of information. By using semantic technology, application makers can improve their applications based on those layers of technology [21] [22] [23] [24] [5]. The use of ontology and semantic reasoners make it possible to make smarter applications that can deduce the consequences logically from the knowledge that has been considered [26] [27] [28] [29]. However, to our knowledge, semantic technology that utilized ontology directly in the android application has not been implemented yet. Even though smartphone devices already have good processing performance. Perhaps only one application has tried to implement [28]. As a new stage of technology, therefore,
some limitations have been faced with implementing semantic technology on mobile-based applications. The number of applications is still very few. Ontology [30] [31] as the essential layer representing both data and knowledge in semantic web technology is very rarely utilized in the mobile application. The limitation of its architecture makes the utilization is more difficult compared to the utilization of web-based.

A work that has applied semantic technologies (indirect way) such as the OntoWiki Mobile Knowledge application [32] that can be used online or offline is used for data collection and uploading data from a researcher's records into the database. The Aletheia system [33] can support industrial services with heterogeneous sources of information. The beginning work in using semantic web technology on the mobile application was based on these basic concepts and architecture [34] [35] [36]. Dbpedia, which one of the prominent data set formed in semantic web technology's standard, was utilized to access through mobile application [37] [38] [39]. There is some existing research related to determining the food that should be given to children with autism [40]. Some studies have begun to utilize ontology, such as research that can display information on the nutritional content of food [41] and studies that can provide product assessments and information from various sources [34]. Unfortunately, those applications which consider the autism problem have not used semantic web technologies on mobile-based application.

Therefore, an Android-based mobile application architecture has been reviewed using semantic technology, which will then be applied in the Food For Autism (FoFA) application. The information is displayed in the form of recommendations for appropriate food and drinks for dieters in children with autism. This research aims to design architecture and build Android-based applications by applying semantic technology. The systematic writing of this research article in chapter 1 is a preliminary chapter that outlines the background of the problem, objectives, and systematic writing. In chapter 2, it is about related research that already exists. Next in chapter 3 discusses the steps or methods used to solve the study's problems: Designing mobile application architecture and implementation. Next in chapter 4 discusses the results and discussion of the research, and in chapter 5, the concluding and suggestions.

2 METHOD

In this method, this work will more emphasize developing a framework to implement the lower and middle layer of semantic technology, which is concerning in Ontology and SPARQL. The more challenge is how to implement it on mobile architecture, which is not yet mature comparing to web-based architecture.

2.1 Building Ontology

The first stage of implementation is to build the ontology. The ontology used is the ontology of diet and food menus for autism that has been built on the previous task. The ontology data extraction module by using the arc-2 library. The format JSON data which then parsed into FoFA. The ontology used in the FoFA application is FOFA.owl (in the Indonesian language) which was built earlier in 2016 [42]. It has three classes: Diet, Makanan, Minuman. It has eight object properties: bolehDimakan, bolehDiminum, bolehMakan, bolehMinum, tidakBolehDimakan, tidakBolehDiminum, tidakBolehMakan, tidakBolehMinum. It has six data properties: Deskripsi, Jenis, Nama_diet, Nama_makanan, Nama_minuman, Sumber.

2.1.1 The Architecture's of Application

The FoFA application architecture, in general, is shown in Figure 1. The architecture starts by designing the application user interface, which is used to see the appearance of the FoFA application on an android smartphone. The main features related to this research search, share and add. The search module is used to conduct searches related to food and beverage menus for dieters with autism. Furthermore, designing a sharing module that is used to share knowledge between the user (the public) and the expert user (expert doctor). The next is the add module that is used to add ontology data directly from the android interface.

Based on Figure 1 explains that the architecture of the FoFA application uses the concept of web-based android service programming. In designing this mobile application architecture using three modules, namely the search module, sharing module, and add a module. The search module is used to search for data in a database and display it on the application interface. The data will be displayed in the form of a type of diet, what foods may or may not be eaten and what drinks can be drunk or not allowed to be drunk by dieters of children with autism. A user will choose the type of diet and choose what foods or drinks to look for. The sharing module is used to exchange information between users and expert users. Information exchanged is in the form of user knowledge of what foods or drinks may or may not be consumed by the diets of children with autism.
autism. A user enters data in the form of diet that may or may not consume the food or drink. Data sharing will be displayed on the sharing interface. The add data module is used to add data to the ontology. Data added in the form of food or drink that may or may not be consumed by diets with autism. An expert user (expert doctor) enters data in the form of food or drinks and chooses the type of diet that may or may not consume the food or drink. Then the ontology data will be loaded into the MySQL database using the load data module.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main testing is to test the three modules: 1) Testing the diet search menu; 2) Testing knowledge sharing; 3) Testing the ontology data add. The first stage of testing the FoFA application is by testing the search module by searching food and beverage menus for diets of children with autism. An indicator of the success of the search module testing is the appearance of the food and beverage menu on the android application interface. The next test is testing the knowledge sharing module by sharing knowledge from the user to the expert user. Indicators of testing success are that users can share knowledge and applications can display knowledge sharing data on the Android interface. The next test is testing the add data module by adding ontology data which is carried out by expert users. Indicators of testing success are that the expert user has successfully added data from the android interface, and the ontology data has successfully increased.

3.1. Experimental

Testing begins with finding a diet menu. The diet menu looks for food that should not be eaten by carbohydrate-specific dieters. The interface search menu for foods that should not be eaten by carbohydrate-specific dieters is shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3 shows the search results on foods that should not be eaten by carbohydrate-specific dieters

Testing knowledge sharing that has been done is food and beverage knowledge sharing. The food that will be shared is "nasi liwet" and potatoes. The interface for knowledge sharing is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Experts will examine knowledge sharing. Before the knowledge is examined, those knowledge is stored temporarily, as shown in Figure 6. After experts examined and agree with the shared knowledge, then its added in ontology automatically, as shown in Figure 7.
After experts examined and agreed with the shared knowledge, then it's added to the ontology. Next, the testing is to add triple knowledge into existing ontology data directly from the add data interface in the FoFA application. Adding ontology data is done by expert users. Figure 7 shows the ontology before the additional triples. Figure 8 also shows the editor loaded ontology, which does not yet add an additional triple of potatoes, oats, and plums.

Then, adding triple data of potatoes, oats, and plums are shown in Figures 9, 10, and Figure 11, respectively. In Figure 12, the editor of loaded ontology is also shown that the triple of potato, oat, and plum have been added. The FoFA, as shown in Figure 13, is also informed that those triples of potato, oat, and plum have been added.
From the results of the main testing of FoFA application, it can be concluded that FoFA has implemented semantic technology. The FoFA can access ontology data and display diet menu data on the application interface; can share the knowledge that users do with expert users; and can add ontology data. The test results for the FoFA application are shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>The Expected Result</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Testing looking for a diet menu</td>
<td>The application can access ontology and display a diet menu</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Testing knowledge sharing</td>
<td>Applications can share knowledge between user and expert user.</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Testing ontology data add</td>
<td>The application can add ontology data</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main features which are related to the novelty of this work are laid in those three features, as described in Table 1. Therefore, the main testing was only for those three main features. The other features are more additional, as explained in the next part. As additional information, the FoFA application is a fully mobile application. As below a few common services which are a compliment of application FoFA.
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Figure 14. The opening of FoFA
Figure 15. The interface of Home
Figure 16. The interface of Search
Figure 17. The interface of the nearby hospital
Figure 18. The interface of the route to the hospital
Figure 19. The interface of the toolbar menu
Figure 20. The interface of account setting
Figure 21. The interface for experts (doctor)
Figure 22. The interface of login for experts
It has been deployed in the prototype with the mode which on. One doctor has utilized it as an expert, and seventeen people as the user included the author. The rating by an expert was 4, and the average rating by the user was 4.5. The limitation is detected on the ontology, which needs to cover more knowledge.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work has applied semantic technology in FoFA applications. This conclusion is supported by the results of the main application testing. It can be concluded that the application can work well and in accordance with the expected specifications. As for the details of the test results, the FoFA application has been able to access the ontology. That the FoFA application has succeeded in performing a diet search menu and successfully displaying search results on the application interface. The FoFA application has also been able to share knowledge. That the FoFA shares knowledge between the user and the expert user has successfully implemented. The FoFA application has also been able to add ontology data. That expert users have succeeded in adding diet menu data and ontology data successfully increasing. In the near future work, more complex ontology shall be provided. FoFA would be adding the other features which also utilize the semantic web technology included the better search process and improving several technical aspects.
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